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Abstract. The Internet is a cooperative and decentralized network built
out of millions of participants that share large amounts of information.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems go hand-in-hand with this huge decentralized
network, where each individual node can serve content as well as request
it. In this scenario, thematic search algorithms should lead to and benefit from the emergence of semantic communities that are the result of
the interaction among participants. As a consequence, intelligent algorithms for neighbor selection should give rise to a logical network topology reflecting efficient communication patterns. When routing queries
within a P2P network different conflicting issues may arise in individual
nodes, such as deciding whether to propagate a query or to reject its
processing. Such issues emerge in the context of incomplete and potentially inconsistent information in a distributed setting. To the best of our
knowledge, current algorithmic approaches to P2P query processing are
mostly based on a “reactive” approach, endowing the individual nodes
with little or no intelligence.This paper presents a novel approach to use
argumentation as part of the decision making machinery within individual nodes in a P2P network for thematic search. Our approach will rely
on assumption-based argumentation (ABA). We provide a formalization
for P2P networks for thematic search, on top of which intelligent algorithms based on ABA are specified. A case study is used to illustrate the
proposed approach, providing insights into the performance of the new
framework.

1

Introduction and motivations

The Internet is a cooperative and decentralized network built out of millions
of participants that share large amounts of information with other users. Peerto-peer (P2P) systems go hand-in-hand with this huge decentralized network,
where each individual node can serve content as well as request it. Thematic
search is the process of seeking information related to a topic of interest. In the
P2P scenario, thematic search algorithms should lead to and benefit from the
emergence of semantic communities that are the result of the interaction among
participants. As a result, intelligent algorithms for neighbor selection should give
rise to a logical network topology reflecting efficient communication patterns [1].

In this paper we propose a novel model for thematic search in P2P systems,
where every node in the network has the ability to perform intelligent query
routing by combining both reactive and argumentative behavior. Both nodes
and queries are associated with topics. Therefore, each node needs to analyze
the topic of an incoming query to determine if it is capable of answering the query
or if the query needs to be forwarded to other nodes. Given a particular query Q,
reactive behavior will correspond to hard-wired code used by an individual node
in order to make decisions concerning Q. Such code follows a black-box model,
and is typically based on specific features (e.g. whether the node is available for
answering Q, whether the query Q is relevant to the node, etc.) without relying
on knowledge representation and reasoning mechanisms. Argumentative behavior, on the other hand, is based on a dynamic knowledge base that captures
the information acquired by the node during its lifetime, resulting from previous interactions with other nodes (e.g. whether there are reasons to believe that
certain nodes are reliable to provide an answer for Q). The resulting knowledge
base associated with each node will be usually incomplete and potentially inconsistent. Therefore, argumentative reasoning (formalized using assumption-based
argumentation [10]) will provide every node with the ability for autonomous
intelligent decision making, without interfering with the operation of the other
peers. This will lead to a novel framework, called ArgP2P, that extends the traditional model for decision making in P2P thematic search, as each node will
act as an autonomous agent with an inference engine which combines reactive
and rational behaviors. A configuration parameter allows to set the frequency
used by the node to behave reactively (just performing a black-box analysis for
decision making) or rationally (i.e., applying argumentative inference to decide
how to route a query). Since argumentation is a computationally expensive process, the use of this configuration parameter is crucial to ensure that the nodes’
response time is reasonable in the context of a P2P search system, as will be
described later.
ArgP2P applies argumentation to alleviate a common problem in P2P search
frameworks, to which we refer as Closed Communities Problem. In this setting, as
the interaction among peers increases the learning degree also increases leading
to the formation of semantic communities. In this scenario one or more nodes
can be disconnected from their community or can form another community
with the same topic without being connected to each other. In figure 1 the
logical network resulting from applying a thematic search algorithm is shown, in
particular a logical network that presents a graphical visualization of the Closed
Communities Problem. Each color represents a topic (similar colors represent
similar topics) and a link joining two nodes represents that the nodes know each
other. In this figure we can appreciate communities of nodes with related topics
but we can also see related communities that are disconnected. .
The goal of argumentation in the ArgP2P framework is to provide the nodes
with the ability to decide, in an autonomous way, if it is the right time to explore
the network beyond their specific communities. This action makes it possible to

Fig. 1. Logical network resulting from applying a thematic search algorithm

discover other potentially useful peers and helps connecting related communities
that otherwise would remain disconnected.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview
of the main elements involved in P2P networks for thematic search, providing a
suitable formalization and characterizing the main elements of the algorithm for
an individual node. Section 3 summarizes the main elements of assumption-based
argumentation (ABA). Section 4 presents a framework which integrates ABA
within P2P thematic search. Section 5 presents a case study to illustrate how
the proposed framework can be deployed in a P2P network. Section 6 discusses
the main characteristics of our approach as well as some comparisons with related
work. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the conclusions and discusses some future
work.

2

P2P networks for thematic search: overview

A peer-to-peer [21] network is a distributed system in which every peer (host)
communicates with other peers without the intervention of centralized hosts.
Every peer in a P2P system has the potential to act as a client or as a server,
sharing resources to work in conjunction. Robustness is an expected property
of a P2P system, which accounts for maintaining the functionality and integrity
of the system even if a peer fails. The absence of a central server distinguishes
P2P networks from a client-server model. The most common applications of

P2P networks are file sharing, distributed file storage, resource sharing and
distributed computing. A good survey and discussion of P2P architectures and
applications can be found in [3].
P2P network topologies are typically classified as structured [15] or unstructured [13], while some networks combine some properties of both [20]. A structured network is organized into a specific topology with a protocol aimed at
ensuring a reasonable search performance. On the other hand, an unstructured
network does not follow a specific pattern for the organization of its nodes and
has a random topology. Because of this lack of structure, these networks have a
relatively low search efficiency compared with the structured ones. As a consequence, the study of algorithms that improve search efficiency in unstructured
P2P systems has been an active research area in the last years (e.g., [22, 19, 7,
27]).

Fig. 2. Example of an unstructured P2P network

Figure 2 shows an example of an unstructured P2P network. In this network
all participants (nodes) stand for devices such as personal computers, smartphones or large servers that exchange information. The typical way of routing
queries in this kind of networks is by flooding. For example, node 1 generates a
query message so that this query is sent through its adjacent nodes (nodes 2, 6
and 7). If these nodes do not provide an answer for the query, then they forward
on their turn the query to their adjacent nodes, and so on, until an answer is
found or the pre-established time to live (TTL) for the query message is reached.
The major limitations of flooding algorithms are the resulting network congestion and the possibility of not finding the answer to the query. Some results
confirm that in order to solve this problem it is desirable that the participants
send their queries to other participants that are specialized in the query topic.
Thus, a query can be efficiently propagated in the network, suggesting that
collaborative and distributed search can benefit from the user context and the
existence of semantic communities [26].

Endowing the nodes with the ability to make decisions in an autonomous
way gives them the possibility of routing queries to potentially relevant nodes
based on some acquired knowledge about other peers’ interests. Sometimes this
knowledge is inconsistent and making the right decision is not a trivial issue. As
we will see later, argumentative reasoning will provide a powerful complement
for the traditional reactive behavior adopted by nodes to route queries.

2.1

Formalizing the notion of P2P network

A P2P network is a set of interconnected devices that exchange information.
The static representation of a P2P network can be defined as a graph. However,
in order to capture the flow of a query through the network, we will include a
distinguished function to express time, characterizing a dynamic P2P network.
Formally:
Definition 1 A dynamic P2P network (or just P2P network) is a 3-uple P =
(N , E, St ) where N is a (finite) set of nodes, E is a finite collection of edges (each
edge is a pair of elements in N ) and a function St that captures the dynamic
status of a node n ∈ N at a given time t, and is defined as follows:
St : N −→ Consult ∪ F orward ∪ {reply, discard, idle},
where Consult =def {consult} × 2N and F orward =def {forward} × 2N .
In a P2P network a node has a finite number of possible states: consult by
sending a query to a set of candidates nodes; forward a query to a set of nodes;
reply a query, discard a message; and when none of the previous states apply,
the node will just remain idle. We can see that each of these states corresponds
with an element in the image of St . We will assume that the whole P2P network
(i.e., every node in the network) initializes at time t = 0. At any given time t, a
particular query will be associated with a set of nodes in the network (the ones
which are processing the query at time t). We assume that the time counter will
be incremented by 1 after a node processes the query. Next we show the formal
characterization of the dynamic P2P network presented in Figure 2, assuming
that every node at time t = 0 is idle.
P = (N , E, St )
N = {1, 2, ..., 16}
E ={(1,2),(1,7),(1,6),(2,3),(2,1),(3,2),(3,10),(3,4), (4,3), (4,5), (5,4), (6,1),
(6,13), (7,1), (7,8), (8,7), (8,9), (9,8), (10,3), (10,14), (10,11), (11,10), (11,12),
(12,11), (12,15), (13,6), (13,15), (14,10), (14,15), (15,13), (15,16), (15,12), (15,
14), (16,8), (16,15)}
∀n ∈ N , S0 (n) = idle

3

Assumption-based Argumentation: fundamentals

Argumentation has been identified as a way for understanding and reconciling
differences and similarities of various existing formalisms for non-monotonic, default reasoning as studied in AI. This line of research has led to the development
of different argumentation frameworks, notably abstract argumentation (AA) [8]
and assumption-based argumentation (ABA) [5]. ABA is a general-purpose argumentation framework that can be instantiated to support various applications and specialised frameworks, including default reasoning frameworks [5, 17,
14], problems in legal reasoning [11], game-theory [9], practical reasoning and
decision-theory [23, 2, 4, 12]. However, whereas in AA arguments and attacks between arguments are abstract and primitive, in ABA arguments are deductions
supported by assumptions. An attack by one argument against another is a deduction by the first argument of the contrary of an assumption supporting the
second argument.
ABA is equipped with a computational machinery to determine the acceptability of claims by building and exploring a dialectical structure of a proponent’s
argument for a claim, an opponent’s counter arguments attacking the argument,
the proponent’s arguments attacking all the opponent’s counter arguments, and
so on. This computation style, which has its roots in logic programming, has several advantages over other computational mechanisms for argumentation. The
advantages are due mainly to the fine level of granularity afforded by interleaving
the construction of arguments and determining their acceptability. For several
reasons, included the previous one, ABA has turned out to be particularly applicable in the context of real-world problems (e.g. in grid computing [25]) and
we will also use it as the underlying framework for our approach.
In what follows, we will provide the main definitions and concepts for
ABA, in order to make this paper self-contained.For a complete description
of assumption-based argumentation and its applications, the reader is referred
to [24].

ABA frameworks
An ABA framework is a tuple h L,R,A,i where
– h L,Ri is a deductive system, with L the language and R a set of rules, that
we assume of the form σ0 ← σ1 , ..., σm (m ≥ 0) with σi ∈ L(i = 0, ..., m); σ0 is
referred to as the head and σ1 , ..., σm as the body of the rule σ0 ← σ1 , ..., σm ;
– A ⊆ L is a (non-empty) set, referred to as assumptions;
– ¯is a total mapping from A into L; ā is referred to as the contrary of a.
In ABA, arguments are deductions of claims using rules and supported by
sets of assumptions, and attacks are directed at the assumptions in the support
of arguments:
– an argument for (the claim) σ ∈ L supported by A⊆ A (A ` σ in short) is a
deduction for σ supported by A (and some R ⊆ R)

Fig. 3. Deductions for p (left), q (middle) and p (right) for the example presented in
the “ABA frameworks” section.

– an argument A1 ` σ1 attacks an argument A2 ` σ2 iff σ1 is the contrary of
one of the assumptions in A2 .
Example Let hL, R, Ai be an ABA framework, where: L={a,b,c,p,q,r,s,t},
R={p ← q, a; q ←; r ← b, c}, A={a,b,c}, and it holds that a = r; b = s; c = t.
Then the following arguments can be obtained:
{} ` q, {a} ` p, {b,c} ` r, {a} ` a, {b} ` b, {c} ` c
Arguments can be depicted as trees, as shown in Figure 3 In this particular
example, the following attack relationships hold: {b,c} ` r attacks {a} ` p as
well as {a} ` a.
Several semantics are available in ABA (e.g. grounded skeptical semantics,
admissible semantics, etc.). In this paper we adopt the grounded skeptical semantics, which sanctions only one set of arguments as “winning”. For space reasons
the reader is referred to [24] for technical details.

4

The ArgP2P framework

As discussed before, dynamic P2P networks take a black-box approach to deal
with the query routing problem. Black-box approaches do not involve any form of
inference, and simply rely on a basic analysis of certain local variables associated
with an individual node to decide how to proceed. Such variables involve node
features such as availability for answering an incoming query, relevance of the
query to the nodes’ interests, etc. These features are analyzed by each node by
means of hard-wired code, resulting in reactive behavior and limited problem
solving capabilities. Every query Q in thematic P2P search is always associated
with a topic T (e.g. query = “prime numbers” and topic = “math”) and each
node of the network has a finite set of topics of interest (e.g node 1 is interested in
the set {math, physics}). A node interested in a specific topic is a potential node
to reply queries about this topic, and every node in the network has knowledge
about other nodes and their interest. This prompts the following definition:
Definition 2 Let P = (N , E, St ) be a P2P network. For every node n ∈ N ,
we define a dynamic knowledge base KBn with the following form:
KBn = h(topic1 , Ntopic1 ), (topic2 , Ntopic2 ), ..., (topicn , Ntopicn )i,

where Ntopici stands for a set of nodes associated with topici .
The problem of this approach is that one or more nodes could be disconnected
from other communities of nodes with the same topic or two communities1 of
nodes with the same topics could be disconnected from each other. Consequently
some messages could never find an answer. The case study given in Section 5 will
illustrate this problem. In order to solve it, we will extend the model by adding a
decision-making component: the Argumentative Decision-Making System, that
allows a node to decide whether it is necessary to explore the network, sending
queries by flooding, which helps to discover other communities of nodes that
share common interests.
In order to capture the relevant features associated with reactive and argumentative behavior, distinguished vectors of Boolean variables will be defined.
Formally:
Definition 3 Let P = (N , E, St ) be a P2P network. For every node n ∈ N , an
incoming query Q associated with a topic T , and a KBn we define the following
vectors of Boolean variables:
RBn (Q, T ) = havailability(Q, T ), relevance(Q, T ), awareness(Q, T )i,
where:
– availability(Q, T ) is true iff node n (interested in topic T ) can answer an
incoming query Q associated with topic T ;
– relevance(Q, T ) is true iff the topic T of the incoming query Q is relevant
to node n;
– awareness(Q, T ) is true iff node n knows other nodes interested in the topic
T of the query Q.
ABn (KBn ) = hinterest(KBn ), reliability(KBn ), congestion(KBn ), need to explore(KBn )i,
where
– interest is true iff node n contains information in its knowledge base KBn
about other nodes and their interests;
– reliability is true iff the knowledge stored in KBn provides reasons to believe
that certain nodes are reliable;
– congestion is true iff the knowledge stored in KBn provides reasons to believe
that there exist paths to certain nodes that are congested;
– need to explore is true iff the knowledge stored in KBn provides reasons to
believe that it is necessary to explore the network.
Definition 4 Let P = (N , E, St ) be a P2P network. A Reactive DecisionMaking System for a node n ∈ N , denoted RDM Sn , is a hard-wired black box
system that given a query Q associated with a topic T , takes RBn (Q, T ) and
KBn and returns a decision D indicating how to route Q in P . Based on the
query Q, its topic T and the knowledge base KBn associated with the node n,
RDM Sn can choose one of the following courses of action:
1

A community is a set of nodes with interest in related topics.

– Discard the query Q if its TTL has expired;
– Forward the query Q to nodes interested in topic T when there is information
in KBn indicating to do so;
– Forward the query Q to adjacent nodes whenever the previous situation is
not the case.
Definition 5 Let P = (N , E, St ) be a P2P network. An Argumentative
Decision-Making System for a node n ∈ N , a query Q and a topic T is denoted
ADM Sn and is an ABA program (based on KBn ,ABn (KBn ),Q and T ) used
to determine whether the decision need to explore(KBn ) is warranted under
grounded skeptical semantics.2 If need to explore(KBn ) is true, the system
returns true and flooding is used as a strategy for routing the query, otherwise
false is returned and the strategy for routing the query is the strategy obtaining
from the RDM Sn .
Definition 6 Let P = (N , E, St ) be a P2P network. We define RDMS as the
set of all the RDM Sn systems for all n ∈ N . Analogously, we define ADMS
as the set of all the ADM Sn systems for all n ∈ N .
Definition 7 Let P = (N , E, St ) be a dynamic P2P network, an ArgP2P
framework is a 3-uple (P, RDMS, ADMS) where:
– P is a P2P network, P = (N , E, St ),
– RDMS represents the Reactive Decision-Making component of P , and
– ADMS represents the Argumentative Decision-Making component of P .
In Figure 4 we present a graphical representation of the ArgP2P framework for
a node n. This framework augments an already tested and implemented application [18] by adding an Argumentative Decision-Making component (indicated
by the dotted square in the figure). In algorithm 1 we present the high-level code
of the RunNode algorithm for every node j in an ArgP2P framework. Algorithm
2 presents the high-level code of the Reactive Decision-Making System. Finally,
the high-level code of the Argumentative Decision-Making System is presented in
algorithm 3. These algorithms model the most important features of the ArgP2P
framework.
The main algorithm exhibits the interaction between the Reactive DecisionMaking System (RDM Sj ) and the Argumentative Decision-Making System
(ADM Sj ) in a node j. In order not to slow down the average response time of
the node, note that ADM Sj is invoked 1 out of every 15 executions of the code
(this parameter is configurable, allowing to set the frequency for the operation
of the Argumentative Decision-Making System in each node). The RDM Sj
checks the variables of the RBj vector using the knowledge base KBj and then
makes a decision about how to route the query Q according to the knowledge
2

We are aware of different possible semantics for ABA. For illustrative purposes
we have adopted the grounded skeptical semantics, even though other alternative
semantics could be used. An in-depth analysis of these alternatives is outside the
scope of this paper.

Algorithm 1: RunNode Code for every node j in a P2P framework.
Input: A query Q associated with a topic T .
Output: A decision D about what action to take after the arrival of the query
Q.
count:= count + 1; \\ count is a global variable associated with every particular
node, initially set to 0, and incremented every time RunNode is executed.
LoadKnowledgeBase(KBj ); \\ Initializes the knowledge base with stored
information.
Decision D := ReactiveDecisionMaking(RBj , Q, T , KBj );
if (count mod 15 = 0) then
if (ArgumentativeDecisionMaking(ABj , KBj )) then
D = F orward to Adjacent N ode;
end
end
return D.

Algorithm 2: ReactiveDecisionMaking for every node j (RDM Sj )
Input: A query Q associated with a topic T , a vector of variables RBj and a
knowledge base KBj .
Output: A decision D about what action to take after the arrival of the query
Q.
for each pi ∈ RBj do
check(pi , KBj );
end
Decision D := makeDecision(Q, T ,RBj (Q, T ), KBj );
return D.

Algorithm 3: ArgumentativeDecisionMaking for every node j (ADM Sj )
Input: A knowledge base KBj and a vector of variables ABj (KBj ).
Output: Returns true iff need to explore(KBj ) is warranted using grounded
skeptical semantics, otherwise it returns false.
boolean result;
constructABAprogram(KBj ,ABj (KBj ));
result:= executeABAprogram(need to explore(KBj ));
return result.

acquired. The ADM Sj builds an ABA program from vector ABj and the
knowledge base KBj . Then it executes the program to reach a final decision
about whether or not it is necessary to explore the network to increment its
global knowledge.

Fig. 4. High-level description of the components in every node n of an ArgP2P framework.
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Case study

Consider the P2P network in Figure 2. Suppose that nodes 1, 2, 8 and 10 are
interested in the topic math and have the knowledge shown in Table 1 about the
rest of the network.
KBn Nodes associated with the topic “math”
KB1
5
8
10
KB5
1
8
10
KB8
1
5
10
KB10
1
5
8
Table 1. Nodes’ knowledge about the topic “math”.

Suppose that node 1 generates a query message and sends it to the nodes
that, according to its knowledge, are interested in the topic math. Figure 5(a)
shows the initial paths followed by these messages, which are represented with
dotted arrows. The formal representation of the network at time (t = 1) is the
following:
S1 (n) = idle ∀ n ∈ N − {1},
S1 (1) = (consult, {5, 8, 10}).
Then node 5 receives the forwarded message and it cannot answer the query
so it forwards the message to the candidate nodes that it knows from KB5
(except node 1 which is where the query was originated). Figure 5(b) illustrates
this situation. Nodes 8 and 10 cannot answer the query either and forward the
message by taking into account KB8 and KB10 respectively. Figures 5(c) and
5(d) show this scenario. All these actions take place at time t = 2 and the formal
representation is:

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of nodes sending messages at different time points
when routing a query in a P2P network (case study).

S2 (n) = idle ∀ n ∈ N − {5, 8, 10},
S2 (5) = (f orward, {8, 10}),
S2 (8) = (f orward, {5, 10}),
S2 (10) = (f orward, {5, 8}).
After forwarding the messages, node 5 receives a message from node 8 that
was generated by node 1 and a message from node 10 that was also generated
by node 1; finally node 10 receives a message from node 5 generated by node
1 and another from node 8 also originated in node 1. All these messages are
discarded at time t = 3 because the receptor nodes already contain a message in
their records with that identifier indicating that the node has already processed
the message, and consequently node 1 will not be able to find the answer of the
query. As a result, the actions at time t = 3 are the following:
S3 (n) = idle ∀ n ∈ N − {5, 8, 10},
S3 (5) = discard,
S3 (8) = discard,
S3 (10) = discard.
Assume that in order to solve this problem, node 8 decides to break the
protocol and explore the network. Therefore, it will send messages to nodes 7, 9
and 16 at t = 3. Node 7 only has node 1 as an adjacent node, which is the same
node that generated the query and therefore it is not considered. Node 9 has no
potentially useful adjacent nodes to forward the message (the message arrived
from node 8, so it is not considered). Node 16 will forward the message to node
15 (at time t = 4). Finally, at time t = 5, node 15 is able to answer the query
originated by node 1.
S3 (n) = idle ∀ n ∈ N − {5, 8, 10},
S3 (5) = discard,
S3 (8) = (f orward, {7, 9, 16}),
S3 (10) = discard.

S4 (n) = idle ∀ n ∈ N − {7, 9, 16},
S4 (7) = discard,
S4 (9) = discard,
S4 (16) = (f orward, {15}).
S5 (n) = idle ∀ n ∈ N − {15},
S5 (15) = reply.
When the ADM S8 system is executed, an ABA program is built. The assumptions, rules and contraries that constitute the program can be automatically
generated from knowledge that is readily available to the node from AB8 and
KB8 . This program allows node 8 to determine whether it is better or not to
explore the network. In order to accomplish this, the node needs to deal with
incomplete and potentially inconsistent information. As a consequence argumentative reasoning provides the appropriate mechanisms to reach a decision. If the
node decides to explore, then it discards RDM S8 ’s initial decision to forward
the query message to potentially useful nodes. The following logic program corresponds to the ABA program generated by ADM S8 , as well as the associated
derivation tree representing how the decision “need to explore” is reached. The
resulting derivation tree is shown in Figure 6. This example illustrates the fact
that the ABA program will have to deal with inconsistent information. In particular the decision need to explore is inconsistent with the decision f orward(1).
Similarly, the assumption notCongested(1) is inconsistent with the conclusion
congested(1).
A ={notCongested(1), notCongested(5), notCongested(10),
goodCandidate(1), goodCandidate(5), goodCandidate(10),
alwaysCongested(1), neverCongested(5), neverCongested(10),
longT imeT oRespond(1), need to explore}
R ={math(1) ←; math(5) ←;math(10) ←;goodResponseRecord(1) ←;
goodResponseRecord(5) ←;
f orward(1) ← math(1), notCongested(1), reliable(1);
f orward(5) ← math(5), notCongested(5), reliable(5);
f orward(10) ← math(10), notCongested(10), reliable(10);
congested(1) ← longT imeT oRespond(1), alwaysCongested(1);
congested(5) ← longT imeT oRespond(5), alwaysCongested(5);
congested(10) ← longT imeT oRespond(10), alwaysCongested(10);
reliable(1) ← goodResponseRecord(1), goodCandidate(1);
reliable(5) ← goodResponseRecord(5), goodCandidate(5);
reliable(10) ← goodResponseRecord(10), goodCandidate(10);
notExplore ← f orward(1);
notExplore ← f orward(5);
notExplore ← f orward(10)}
notCongested(1) = congested(1);

notCongested(5) = congested(5);
notCongested(10) = congested(10);
goodCandidate(1) = badCandidate(1);
goodCandidate(5) = badCandidate(5);
goodCandidate(10) = badCandidate(10);
alwaysCongested(1) = neverCongested(1);
neverCongested(5) = alwaysCongested(5);
neverCongested(10) = alwaysCongested(10);
longT imeT oRespond(1) = lowT imeT oRespond(1);
need to explore = f orward(1);
need to explore = f orward(5);
need to explore = f orward(10);
need to explore = notExplore;

Fig. 6. Arguments and attacks involved in a derivation tree supporting the decision
“need to explore”. Pointing arrows denote attacks between arguments.
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Discussion and related work

The concept of “knowledge sharing” is an emerging topic generally based upon
cooperation between peers. This concept represents the trade-off between sharing knowledge to improve the global knowledge of the network and the cost of
sending the messages with this information. The first step to sharing knowledge
is to establish friendship relationships in a similar way as it is implemented in
Self Learning Query Routing (SLPS) [6]. In the SLPS approach, the interests of
the peers are learned based on their search result history, which allow to automatically construct friend relations based on the similarity of users’ interests. In

this routing model queries are routed to friend nodes following an unstructured
pattern. If the searches in friend nodes fail, broadcast search will be executed.
Each node ranks their friends from high to low according to the number of shared
files and chooses the first top K nodes. As time goes on, a node can learn which
are those friend nodes that share the same interests with it.
The identification of semantic communities can help predict the performance
of a P2P search application. Akavipat et al. [1] evaluate algorithms for searching
in P2P networks based on the concept of semantic similarity. Their experiments
with different routing algorithms on their peer Web Search 6S (unstructured
network) suggest that despite the use of an unstructured overlay network, peers’
interactions lead to the formation of semantic communities.
All these approaches provide P2P whith some kind of intelligence in order
to route queries to specific peers, but no one has the capability of determining
whether or not the decision that was made is the best one to increment the
global knowledge of the network. In an argumentative context a node with the
ability to discern becomes an “agent”. Kowalski [16] classified agents as rational
or reactive. In general terms the difference between them is that a reactive agent
receives a perception of the environment and translates it into a specific action;
in contrast, a rational agent receives a perception of the environment and takes
a certain time to “think” what action to take. Given these definitions, each of
the nodes becomes a rational agent able to make fully independent decisions
from which the node, its community or the whole network can benefit.
In the last years, there has been particular interest in deploying argumentation within P2P infrastructures. In particular, the ArguGRID project [25] aims
at supporting service selection and composition in distributed environments, including the Grid and Service-oriented architectures, by means of argumentative
agents, an agent environment, a service-composition environment, Peer-to-Peer
technology and Grid middleware. Agents are argumentative in that they use
argumentation-based decision-making and argumentation-supported negotiation
of services and contracts. The integration of all technologies gives rise to the overall ArguGRID platform. In contrast with ArguGRID, our proposal introduces a
framework where every node has an autonomous two-stage decision-making process with the only goal of routing queries efficiently in a P2P network, without
negotiation between peers.
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Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have outlined a novel model for thematic search in P2P networks, where every node in the network has the ability to combine both reactive
and rational (argumentative) behavior. The argumentative inference engine is
provided by an ABA program, which allows to enhance the decision-making capabilities in every node, based on knowledge acquired by the node during its
lifetime. A configuration parameter allows to set the frequency by which argumentation is used during the decision making process (e.g. by setting the global

variable count to 1, the node performs argumentative reasoning every time a
query routing decision is to be made).
Part of our future work involves an empirical comparison between the
ArgP2P framework and a purely reactive P2P framework. In addition, we plan
to contrast the performance of different argumentative semantics and different
count values for the nodes. Research in this direction is being pursued.
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